Although different self-perspectives can prompt different mindsets, leading to different responses, little is known about how self-perspective impacts pro-environmental behaviors. This study explores the effect of self-perspective, i.e., either self-immersed or self-distanced perspective, on environmental attitudes and behavior. Based on an online survey of 409 respondents in the United States, we find that pro-environmental behaviors are perceived as more important and less costly from a self-distanced perspective, compared to a self-immersed one, which in turn facilitates more engagement in pro-environmental behaviors. Furthermore, a self-distanced perspective is more prevalent than a self-immersed perspective when individuals are less satisfied with and perceive less control over their pro-environmental behaviors. This study extends the self-perspective theory to research on pro-environmental behaviors, and offers useful implications for individuals to address conflicts between environmental and self-interested considerations, as well as for public policy makers and practitioners to promote more engagement in pro-environmental behaviors.
Introduction
Pro-environmental behaviors (PEBs) can be viewed as a tension between self-interest and environmental concern [1] . When environmental values or moral beliefs are not central to an individual's values, environmental concern is often overlooked, compromised with other personal considerations (e.g., cost, convenience), and rarely guides actual behaviors [2, 3] . Evidence from past research on the gap between attitude and PEBs suggests that environmental importance is often peripheral to individuals' conscious PEBs at an individual level [4] [5] [6] . When individuals perceive environmental importance or consideration as other-oriented, rather than self-directed, they tend to prioritize their own benefits and discount environmental influence in making a decision from their own perspective, especially if their moral beliefs and environmental values are not strong. However, as a third-party person or an outside observer, individuals may reduce their personally instinctive desire to fulfill their own benefits and have a more positive inclination towards environmental goals. Promoting individuals to take a step back and reflect on their thoughts and feelings from a distanced and non-judgmental stance (i.e., self-distanced perspective) rather than their own subjective perspective (i.e., self-immersed perspective) may be an effective way to motivate individuals to embrace environmental considerations and engagement in PEBs.
Previous studies demonstrate that individuals form attitudes or reflect on their experience either from a self-immersed perspective, in which they visualize the event happening to themselves through their own eyes, or a self-distanced perspective, in which they see themselves in the event from the perspective of an outside observer [7, 8] . The different perspectives of the self (i.e., self-immersed or self-distanced perspective) can result in different behavioral outcomes, because the distancing of the self allows individuals to reconstrue their attitudes and the meaning of behaviors instead of reacting to their personal experience directly [7] . Consistent with this, we argue that individuals' reflection on PEBs from different self-perspectives may activate different mindsets and behavioral outcomes. This important issue has yet to be examined, and therefore, we will address this void.
This study compares different influences of the self-perspective, namely the self-immersed and self-distanced perspective, on pro-environmental behaviors, with the purpose of identifying effective strategies to promote more engagement in PEBs. We contribute to existing literature in three ways. First, this study represents an initial attempt to extend the theory of self-perspective to research on PEBs. Past literature implicitly assessed PEBs and attitudes in response to the self-immersed perspective, but the self-distanced perspective remains unexplored. Second, we compare the influence of different self-perspectives on PEBs, and identify the predominance of the self-distanced perspective, relative to the self-immersed one, in promoting engagement in PEBs from a process of behavioral cognition. Third, by considering the interaction effects between behavioral situations with self-perspective, we identify the conditions under which the self-distanced perspective is more effective than that of the self-immersed one in promoting PEBs.
This research demonstrates that pro-environmental behaviors can be promoted by influencing the way that individuals think about their own feelings and behaviors. Prompting the self-distance perspective can be an effective way to induce PEBs, especially when individuals lack inner motivation or perseverance. Thus, the findings of this research offer useful implications for policy makers and practitioners to launch effective campaigns to promote more engagement in PEBs. In addition, the results of this study will help individuals to manage their own mindsets and deal with the personal dilemmas regarding conflicting inclinations between pro-environmental and self-interested choices.
Theoretical Framework
2.1. Self-Perspective, Self-Regulation, and PEBs
In facing challenges to deal with personal dilemmas and in attempts to reason objectively, the perspective of outside observers will be more helpful as they are not directly involved in the situation [9] . That is, in addition to analyzing their behaviors and feelings through their own eyes, individuals can also see their behaviors from others' perspectives. As opposed to self-immersion which typically occurs from an internal or first-person perspective, self-distancing occurs when individuals adopt an external perspective (i.e., an observer's perspective) and think about themselves and their entangled feelings as an object of attention [10] . Thus, embracing the self-distanced perspective is broadly seen as an ability to transcend one's egocentric viewpoint of an event [7] , and to allow individuals to think objectively [11] . The self-distanced perspective has also been linked to an open and inclusive mindset, considering opposing viewpoints from others and positive interpersonal perceptions [12, 13] .
Essentially, the self-distanced perspective, compared to that of the self-immersed one, is believed to be more positively associated with self-regulation, which refers to the capability to regulate one's instinctive responses in accordance with the requirement of oneself or the external world [14] . Shifting from a self-immersed perspective to an outsider's viewpoint can keep individuals away from the pull of momentary distractions of external surroundings and enable them to respond with a more objective perspective [15] . This transition enhances the volitional control rather than stimulus control of one's thoughts and behaviors, which is the basis for successful self-regulation [9, 16, 17] . Furthermore, instead of recounting the concrete details of their experience, the self-distanced perspective allows individuals to reconstruct their mindsets from a broader perspective and consider how others think about the issue [7] . This open and inclusive mindset provides a stronger motivation for individuals to regulate themselves to meet group standards and help them to fit in and get along with others [18] .
As social behaviors, PEBs require individuals to regulate themselves, either to overcome potential behavioral obstacles or to change their habits [19, 20] . Individuals who are low in self-regulation tend to prioritize their instinctual desire (e.g., saving money) but relegate environmental benefits to secondary importance. Thus, we propose that the self-distanced perspective may have a positive influence on PEBs, compared to the self-immersed one, due to the underlying role of self-regulation. It leads to our first hypothesis.
Hypothesis 1.
The self-distanced perspective is more positively related to PEBs, compared to the self-immersed one.
Self-Perspective and Attitude
Consistent with past literature, which demonstrates that the general attitude towards a thing may not fit well with specific behaviors, we use behavior-specific attitudes in our current research [21, 22] . Based on both environmental and personal considerations, we explore individuals' attitudes toward the importance and cost of PEBs. Attitude towards importance refers to the extent to which individuals put a specific PEB in a priority position, and it is the basic reason why individuals engage in the PEB. Attitude towards cost refers to the perception about economic cost related to a specific PEB and it is a self-interested perception of the PEB [23] .
The self-distanced perspective may have a positive influence on attitudes towards importance, because adopting the perspective of others can influence the evaluation of perceived importance or relevance of a given behavior [24] . According to Construal Level Theory (CLT), the third-person perspective is a relatively distanced perspective of the self [25] , which can motivate individuals to consider the behavior with general and abstract terms (i.e., high-level construal) rather than detailed and concrete terms (i.e., low-level construal) [14, 26] . The high-level construal promotes individuals to see PEBs as more meaningful and important and thus increases achievement motivation [27, 28] .
The self-distanced perspective may also have an influence on attitude towards cost, because motivating individuals to consider the event from an open and objective perspective can reduce the egocentric or self-serving bias [17] . Furthermore, the experience and feeling from the third-person perspective tends to be deliberate and inferred, compared to that from a person's own perspective, which is immediate and readily available [29] , so that individuals may decrease the perception of economic cost in the self-distanced perspective. Thus, we posit:
Hypothesis 2a. The self-distanced perspective is more positively related to attitude towards importance of PEBs, compared to the self-immersed one.
Hypothesis 2b. The self-distanced perspective is more negatively related to attitude towards cost of PEBs, compared to the self-immersed one.
Attitude and Behavior
Attitudes are evaluative predispositions which have consequences for the way that individuals act towards a given object [30] . Predicting behaviors from attitude is based on a general notion of consistency [31] . That is, an individual who has a positive attitude towards the environment and has less egocentric considerations, is expected to behave in an environmentally friendly way [32] . Consistent with past literature on importance and cost towards PEBs [23, 33, 34] , we propose that: Hypothesis 3a. Attitude towards importance is positively related to PEBs. Hypothesis 3b. Attitude towards cost is negatively related to PEBs.
The self-distanced perspective facilitates pro-environmental behaviors via the function of autonomous self-regulation. Self-regulation can guide PEBs directly, because it denotes the monitoring of one's own behavior and adapting that behavior so that it reflects one's goal or expectation [35, 36] . Self-regulation can also motivate PEBs indirectly via attitudinal factors. Individuals with more self-regulation also tend to display higher pro-environmental attitudes, and consequently positive attitudes lead to individuals' positive responses to PEBs [37, 38] . Combining these arguments, we argue that the self-distanced perspective influences PEBs not only directly, but also indirectly, via the role of attitudes towards importance and cost. Thus, Hypothesis 4a. The effect of the self-distanced perspective on PEBs, compared to that of the self-immersed one, is more significantly mediated by attitudes towards importance.
Hypothesis 4b. The effect of the self-distanced perspective on PEBs, compared to that of the self-immersed one, is more significantly mediated by attitudes towards cost.
Self-Perspectives and Perceived Control Situations
If the self-distanced perspective, compared to the self-immersed one, has a stronger influence on PEBs due to self-regulation, the situations requiring self-regulation may interact with the self-perspective. In order to assess the effect of inner motivation and situational factors which are associated with self-regulation, we consider two variables respectively; satisfaction with PEBs and perceived behavioral control over PEBs.
Satisfaction is theorized as a positive psychological consequence, which could impact an affective variable such as attitude [39] . More specifically, as an outcome-specific cognition, satisfaction has been identified as potentially powerful in enhancing PEB in the long-term, because it generates intrinsic positive beliefs that lead people to behave in a pro-ecological manner [40] [41] [42] . As such, satisfaction differs from extrinsic motives, or instrumental actions which a person engages in to achieve rewards such as money or material gains, social reputation, etc. [43] . Satisfaction is based on interest in PEB itself and is non-conflicting with one's instinctive responses, thus it decreases the requirement of self-regulation [42] . Given that the self-distanced perspective may facilitate PEBs and attitudes due to self-regulation, we assume that satisfaction with PEBs may weaken the prevalence of the self-distanced perspective, compared to that of the self-immersed one. Accordingly:
Hypothesis 5a. The effect of the self-distanced perspective on attitude towards importance, compared to that of the self-immersed one, is stronger when individuals are less satisfied with PEBs.
Hypothesis 5b. The effect of the self-distanced perspective on attitude towards cost, compared to that of the self-immersed one, is stronger when individuals are less satisfied with PEBs.
Hypothesis 5c. The effect of the self-distanced perspective on PEBs, compared to that of the self-immersed one, is stronger when individuals are less satisfied with PEBs.
The influence of self-perspectives on PEBs and its associated attitude might also depend on perceived behavioral contexts, as manifested in perceived behavioral control (PBC). Perceived behavioral control measures the person's belief of how easy or difficult it is to perform a behavior, and it explains the effect of non-volitional factors on behavioral outcomes [44] . A high level of perceived control will strengthen the intention to perform the behavior [45] , and increase trust, effort, and perseverance [46] [47] [48] . However, if individuals encounter situations which are uncontrollable, i.e., lower PBC, they may decrease effort, lack perseverance, and feel a stronger need for self-regulation. Thus, the self-distanced perspective which is closely related to self-regulation may have a significant effect on PEBs, compared to a self-immersed one, when PBC is low rather than high. Thus:
Hypothesis 6a. The effect of the self-distanced perspective on attitude towards importance, compared to that of the self-immersed one, is stronger when individuals have less control over PEBs.
Hypothesis 6b. The effect of the self-distanced perspective on attitude towards cost, compared to that of the self-immersed one, is stronger when individuals have less control over PEBs.
Hypothesis 6c. The effect of the self-distanced perspective on PEBs, compared to that of the self-immersed one, is stronger when individuals have less control over PEBs."
We display the research model in Figure 1 . 
Hypothesis 6c. The effect of the self-distanced perspective on PEBs, compared to that of the self-immersed one, is stronger when individuals have less control over PEBs."
Data and Methods

Data Collection
PEBs include multiple domains, frequencies, and aspects [49] . To identify appropriate PEBs, 15 urban respondents were judgmentally selected and asked to list PEBs that come to their minds, and then a different set of respondents (120 students who were randomly selected from a large urban state university) were asked in free-format to indicate their frequency of behavior for the set of PEBs that were generated by the 15 respondents. Based on these ratings, this study selected three PEB items that are widely recognized as relevant for urban residents and perceived as different from each other: (1) Using reusable shopping bags; (2) recycling; and (3) commuting by bike, walking, or public transit. These PEBs are closely related to urban air pollution, waste disposal, and fossil-fuels usage, and also correspond to the three main PEB domains suggested by Whitmarsh and O'Neill [50] .
Previous studies show that the fewer first-person pronoun individuals use, the stronger their tendency is to distance themselves from their subjective experience or judgement (i.e., self-distanced perspective) [51, 52] . Thus, we manipulated different self-perspectives, i.e., the self-immersed vs. selfdistanced perspective, by either "I" or "people" worded items in the questionnaire. In total, 120 university students were told that they would be asked to indicate which perspective they adopted while thinking of pro-environmental behaviors. It was also clarified to them that a self-immersed perspective corresponds to the perspective of an involved participant, whereas a self-distanced perspective corresponds to the perspective of an external observer. Subsequently, they were randomly assigned to different self-perspective groups, based on the version of the questionnaire they received ("I" vs. "people" version). The questionnaire measured participants' attitude towards three pro-environmental behaviors under study, and specific items include "It is important for me to do …/It is important for people to do …" and "Engaging in … costs me or saves me money/Engaging in … costs people or saves people money". Additionally, a question at the end of the questionnaire 
Data and Methods
Data Collection
Previous studies show that the fewer first-person pronoun individuals use, the stronger their tendency is to distance themselves from their subjective experience or judgement (i.e., self-distanced perspective) [51, 52] . Thus, we manipulated different self-perspectives, i.e., the self-immersed vs. self-distanced perspective, by either "I" or "people" worded items in the questionnaire. In total, 120 university students were told that they would be asked to indicate which perspective they adopted while thinking of pro-environmental behaviors. It was also clarified to them that a self-immersed perspective corresponds to the perspective of an involved participant, whereas a self-distanced perspective corresponds to the perspective of an external observer. Subsequently, they were randomly assigned to different self-perspective groups, based on the version of the questionnaire they received ("I" vs. "people" version). The questionnaire measured participants' attitude towards three pro-environmental behaviors under study, and specific items include "It is important for me to do . . . /It is important for people to do . . . " and "Engaging in . . . costs me or saves me money/Engaging in . . . costs people or saves people money". Additionally, a question at the end of the questionnaire asked the respondents to indicate the extent of their self-perspective, i.e., "When you ponder these questions, how do you put yourself in the situation?", on a scale from "1 = immersed in own perspective" to "7 = distanced-other's perspective". The findings support the intended manipulations of self-immersed and self-distanced perspectives. The mean value of self-perspective in the "people" version questionnaire (Mean value = 4.62, SD = 1.27) was much higher than that in the "I" version questionnaire (Mean value = 3.28, SD = 0.83), indicating that respondents think about their attitudes and response to PEBs more from a self-distanced perspective than a self-immersed one (t = 2.26, p < 0.05), consistent with the findings of Grossmann and Kross [52] . Further, the pre-test also helped us finalize the set of PEBs included in the study, check the validity of the constructs, and confirm the measurement scales, as well as clarify and shorten the survey. The survey was modified based on the results of the pre-test and finalized to collect the data for the study.
The main survey data was collected using an online survey design via Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). Participants were urban residents of the United States who were over 18 years old and could support themselves financially. In total, 409 individuals participated in the survey and they were randomly assigned to different self-perspective groups based on either the "I" or "people" version of the questionnaire. We inferred that the subjects responded attentively to the survey, based on detailed unprompted responses to the last item of the questionnaire ("Do you have any feedback concerning the survey").
Measurement
Items were developed to measure the frequency of the three PEBs, and the corresponding attitudes, satisfaction, and perceived behavioral control for each of these three PEBs. Frequency of behavior was measured using the question "What percentage of the time do you do each of the following? (Choose the closest option)". The answers were measured on a seven-item scale: 0-5%, 6-20%, 21-35%, 36-50%, 51-65%, 66-80%, and 81-100%. The specific categories were developed by categorizing the open-ended question responses from the pre-test respondents. A higher score indicates a stronger tendency to engage in a specific PEB.
Since we sought to symmetrically link behavior, attitudes, satisfaction, and perceived behavioral control (PBC), we needed to use behavior-specific attitudes, satisfaction, and PBC. This meant that we investigated respondents' attitudes with respect to the perceived importance and perceived cost of each of the three PEBs under study. By so doing, we measured the attributions of the importance and cost. For example, we measure the attitude toward the cost of recycling and we also captured the importance given to the practice of recycling. This is a more direct and precise way of measuring attitudes than by assessing the individuals' general attitudes toward pro-environmental behavior. Thus, attitudes were measured with a three-item scale, adapted from Whitmarsh and O'Neill [50] , by the question "It is important for me to do . . . /It is important for people to do . . . " and each PEB under study was mentioned (e.g., recycling), ranging from "1 = not at all important" to "7 = extremely important". A higher score indicates a more intense perceived importance towards a specific PEB. Similarly, attitudes towards cost in the "I"/"people" version questionnaire were measured by questions "Engaging in . . . costs me or saves me money/Engaging in . . . costs people or saves people money", and each PEB under study was mentioned (e.g., recycling), ranging from "1 = costs a lot of money" to "7 = saves a lot of money", adapted from Ertz et al. [23] . A higher score indicates the perception of PEBs as being less costly. Satisfaction was also measured using a three-item scale, adapted from Chen et al. [53] , which assesses respondents' satisfaction with regards to their performing of each PEB, e.g., "I am satisfied with the degree to which I do . . . ", and each PEB under study was mentioned (e.g., recycling), ranging from "1 = strongly disagree" to "7 = strongly agree." A higher score signifies a more intense satisfaction with each PEB. Similarly, perceived behavioral control was also measured behavior-specific for each of the three PEBs under study, adapted from Swaim et al. [54] , by using the question "I am currently in a position where I can decide whether or not to do . . . ", and the relevant behavior was then mentioned (e.g., recycling), ranging from "1 = strongly disagree" to "7 = strongly agree". A higher score signals a stronger perception of control by the respondent over their PEBs.
Social expectation as a control variable was assessed with the question "Society expects me to do . . . /Society expects people to do . . . " and the relevant behavior was then mentioned (e.g., recycling) on a scale ranging from "1 = strongly disagree" to "7 = strongly agree".
We also measured the demographic variables, such as age, gender, and socioeconomic status, as they may have an influence on PEBs [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] .
Results and Discussions
Sample Characteristics
In total, 206 individuals responded to the self-immersed perspective ("I" version of the questionnaires) and 203 responded to the self-distanced perspective ("people" version). Demographic characteristics of the respondents are presented in Table 1 . The Mann-Whitney U test between the two groups indicated no significant differences in terms of their demographic variables, so the differences of demographic background did not appear to cause any biases. The findings indicate that participants of the survey seem to be broadly representative of the population (see Table 1 ). To ascertain if the participants were influenced by social desirability bias (or social norm), we examined the social expectation reported by the two groups of participants. The group differences were assessed using the independent-samples Mann-Whitney U test (since the distribution of social expectation did not meet the normality assumption indicated by Kolmogorov-Smirnov; Z = 0.078, p < 0.001). The test result was not statistically significant (Z = −1.554, p = 0.120), which suggests that our participants did not respond to different versions of the questionnaires in a biased way. Thus, we were able to eliminate the concern about social desirability bias (or social norm).
Measurement Model
Factor loadings, Cronbach's alphas, composite reliability, and average variance extracted (AVE) were used to check the reliability and validity of the data. We used software SPSS and SmartPLS to analyze the measurement model with all the scales. Seen from Table 2 , results from confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) indicate that the factor loading for each item is larger than 0.7 in both the self-immersed and self-distanced perspective. The composite reliability and Cronbach's alpha for each construct are larger than 0.7 and 0.6, respectively, meeting the recommended benchmarks for reliability [61] . Also, the AVE value for each construct exceeds 0.5, and its square roots is higher than the correlation coefficient index of each construct with other ones (See Tables 3 and 4) . Thus, the reliability and validity of each construct in both the self-immersed and self-distanced perspective in our survey were well gauged, and the measurement model in this research is solid. Notes: SD = standard deviation, PBC = perceived behavioral control, PEBs = pro-environmental behaviors. The square roots of the average variance extracted are on the diagonal; the off-diagonal cells indicate the correlation coefficient between variables. ** p < 0.01 (two-tailed test). 1 The higher the number, the more saving (less costly). Notes: SD = standard deviation, PBC = perceived behavioral control, PEBs = pro-environmental behaviors. The square roots of the average variance extracted are on the diagonal; the off-diagonal cells indicate the correlation coefficient between variables. ** p < 0.01 (two-tailed test). 1 The higher the number, the more saving (less costly).
Hypothesis Test
Before conducting the regression analysis, all constructs were checked for the assumptions of homoscedasticity, normality, and multicollinearity, as suggested by Cohen et al. [62] . The Levene's statistical value for equality of variance of each construct meets the recommended threshold suggested by Brown and Forsythe [63] , eliminating concerns about heteroscedasticity. The statistical values of tolerance and variance inflation factor (VIF) indicate that the data do not have multicollinearity issues, according to Hair et al. [64] . However, the normality test based on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test rejected the original assumption of normal distribution, as suggested by West [65] . Thus, we used nonparametric tests and the partial least squares structural equation model (PLS-SEM) to test the hypotheses.
Comparison between Different Self-Perspectives
We used independent-samples Mann-Whitney U test to compare the differences for key constructs in different self-perspectives. Instead of comparing the mean value between two groups, the Mann-Whitney U test compares the mean rank (i.e., median), and the suggested significant value for rejecting the null hypothesis is also 0.05 [66] . The results display that the mean rank of PEBs is much higher when individuals responded to the self-distanced perspective (mean rank = 218.05), compared to the self-immersed one (mean rank = 192.14), Z = −2.221, p = 0.026. Thus, H1 was supported. Respondents consider PEBs as more important from the self-distanced perspective (mean rank = 220.90), compared to the self-immersed one (mean rank = 189.33), Z = −2.707, p = 0.007. Furthermore, the self-distanced individuals perceive PEBs as less costly (i.e., more saving, mean rank = 227.54) than in self-immersed ones (mean rank = 182.79), Z = −3.854, p = 0.000. Thus, H2 was also supported.
The Influence of Self-Perspectives on PEBs
In order to further verify the influence of self-perspectives on PEBs, we used the partial least squares structural equation model (PLS-SEM) to explore the relationship among self-perspectives, attitudes, and PEBs, together with age, gender, socioeconomic status, and social expectation as control variables. The research model explains 35.99% of variance in PEBs. We used dummy variables to represent different self-perspectives (0 = self-immersed perspective and 1 = self-distanced perspective) in the regression model, and in the bootstrapping process, and we input 1000 resamples to calculate the t value and the significance of each path. Path estimates of the structural model are shown in Table 5 . The findings demonstrate that the self-distanced perspective, compared to the self-immersed one, is positively related to attitudes towards importance and (less) cost, which in turn have a positive influence on PEBs. Thus, H3 was confirmed. However, the direct main effect of the self-distanced perspective, compared with the self-immersed one, on PEBs is not significant. Thus, we inferred that attitudes towards importance and cost may be mediators on the relationship. Notes: 0 = self-immersed perspective, 1 = self-distanced perspective, PBC = perceived behavioral control, PEBs = pro-environmental behaviors. ** p < 0.01 (two-tailed test).
To test the mediation effect further, we used PROCESS macro to calculate the direct, indirect, and total effects of the self-distanced perspective, compared to the self-immersed one, on PEBs. We also input 1000 resamples in the bootstrapping process to evaluate standard error, and 95% coefficient intervals. The bootstrapping results indicate that the indirect main effect of the self-distanced perspective, compared to the self-immersed one, on PEBs through importance is significant (β = 0.689, SE = 0.240, 95% CIs: [0.244, 1.179]). The indirect effect of the self-distanced perspective, compared to the self-immersed one, on PEBs through cost is also significant (β = 0.279, SE = 0.123, 95% CIs: [0.094, 0.603]). However, the direct main effect of the self-distanced perspective, compared to the self-immersed one, on PEBs is not significant (β = 0.374, SE = 0.371, 95% CIs: [−0.355, 1.103]), i.e., the importance and cost fully mediate the relationship between the main effect of the self-distanced perspective, compared to the self-immersed one, on PEBs. Thus, H4 was supported.
Moderation Test
To further examine the main effect of the self-distanced perspective, compared to that of the self-immersed one, we focused on the perceived situation which requires the self-regulation of PEBs. Specifically, we tested the interaction effects between self-perspectives with satisfaction and perceived behavioral control on PEBs. With the PROCESS approach, by using 1000 resamples in the bootstrapping setting, we were able to verify the moderated mediation influence of satisfaction and perceived behavioral control, as suggested by Muller et al. [67] . That is, the positive effect of the self-distanced perspective, compared to that of the self-immersed one, on PEBs via importance and cost differs depending on the different levels of satisfaction and PBC. 
Discussion of Results
The findings clearly demonstrate the superior effectiveness of the self-distanced perspective, compared to the self-immersed one, for inducing PEBs. We identify the cognitive psychological mechanism and conditions under which the self-distanced perspective is more effective than the self-immersed one for promoting PEBs.
First, we confirm that different self-perspectives can produce different pro-environmental behavioral outcomes. The self-distanced perspective, compared to the self-immersed one, is more effective in promoting PEBs due to its activation of self-regulation. Individuals could self-distance to transcend their egocentric viewpoint towards a more objective perspective, regulating their instinctive responses in accordance with the self. Furthermore, the self-distanced perspective allows individuals to consider how others think about the issue, enhancing the motivation to regulate themselves to meet social standards, and thus promotes more engagement in PEBs.
Second, this research explores why the self-distanced perspective facilitates PEBs, compared to the self-immersed one, from a process of behavioral cognition, namely attitudes. The findings show that the self-distanced perspective enables individuals to perceive PEBs as more important and less costly. Perceived importance implies the basis of a common value to address an environmental issue [50] , even though some studies suggest that individuals may also be motivated by financial considerations [68] [69] [70] . The self-distanced perspective elicits the holistic mindset and attention more than concrete one, contributing to the enhanced perception of importance and meaning of PEBs. In addition, the self-distanced perspective, compared to the self-immersed one, makes individuals perceive PEBs as less costly. The self-distanced perspective motivates individuals to think about PEBs from an un-egoistic perspective, and also elicits a deliberate and inferred perception of economic cost. Thus, it will create a perception that PEBs are less costly, which in turn motivates more engagement in PEBs.
Third, the interaction effects of self-perspective with behavioral situations indicate that the role of the self-distanced perspective, compared to the one of the self-immersed perspective, is more effective when individuals are less satisfied with and feel as if they have less control over their own PEBs. Satisfaction as an inner motivation decreases the demands for self-regulation, because it is consistent with and based on the interest of PEBs. Similarly, perceived behavioral control increases individual effort and perseverance, reducing the need for self-regulation. Furthermore, these feelings implicitly increase individuals' perception from one's own/the actor's perspectives, rather than from others' or the observer's perspective. Accordingly, the main effect of the self-distanced perspective, relative to the self-immersed one, will be weakened in these situations.
Interestingly, the study finds that the effect of interactions between self-perspective with satisfaction and PBC on PEBs is mediated by importance, but not by cost. When individuals have a positive perception of inner satisfaction and higher behavioral control level, they are likely to consider that PEBs are worthy and they can make a positive difference. As a result, they may tend to focus on the behavioral outcome and its value (or meaning) of fulfillment, and adopt a proactive strategy to achieve PEBs by prioritizing importance, regardless of the economic cost assigned to PEBs. As suggested by Ramayah et al., a positive attitude may have an overwhelming influence on PEBs, while individual convenience and cost incurred play secondary roles [71] .
Conclusions
Theoretical Contribution
This research contributes to current literature on PEBs in three ways. First, it extends the self-perspective theory into a new domain, namely pro-environmental behaviors-PEBs. In contrast to past literature which only focuses on individual attitudes and PEBs in response to an actor's/first-person perspective (i.e., self-immersed perspective), this research for the first-time considers them in response to an observer's/others' perspective (i.e., self-distanced perspective), which offers significant implications for research and public policy. Second, this research compares the different influence of self-perspective on PEBs, thus suggesting a new path to facilitate PEBs. The self-distanced perspective, compared to the self-immersed one, makes individuals perceive PEBs as more important and less costly, which in turn promotes more engagement in PEBs. Lastly, we also identify the conditions under which the self-distanced perspective is particularly more effective than the self-immersed one. The more satisfied individuals are, and the more control they have with respect to the PEBs, the less they need self-distance to promote PEBs and sustainable actions.
Implications for Practice
This study finds that different perspectives in addressing the self can help channel individuals' thoughts and attitudes and thereby influence their performance of PEBs. These findings provide important implications for individuals and managers alike.
When faced with the conflict between environmental desire and self-interested motivation, individuals might fail to engage in pro-environmental behaviors [14] . This research demonstrates that different perspectives of the self can exhibit different behavioral inclinations in such a personal dilemma. As opposed to the self-immersed perspective which may result in an excessive evaluation of the benefits and costs of PEBs, the self-distanced perspective can make individuals perceive PEBs as more important and less costly, decreasing inner conflicts between environmental protection and self-interests and thus promoting pro-environmental options. Thus, public policy makers and practitioners can achieve more effective PEB outcomes by focusing individuals' thought patterns from the self-distanced perspective, rather than the self-immersed one. Messages which increase inner monologue from others' standpoints appear to be more persuasive, especially regarding the importance and cost of PEBs. Further, different strategies can be employed for changing individuals' focus and perspective, such as emphasizing the meaning of PEBs for the society, using "people" in pro-environmental slogans, etc.
In addition, policy makers and practitioners can benefit from a closer coordination between the type of self-perspective and motivational or situational types. Our findings provide support that inner motivation and easy behavioral situations may decrease the prevalence of the self-distanced perspective, as it decreases the demand for self-regulation. This implies that different self-perspectives match with different behavioral motivation and situational perception. Self-distanced perspective or behavioral focus may play a more important role when the PEBs are arduous or need to be achieved by external regulation (i.e., social norm). In contrast, enhancing the self-immersed perspective and self-focus is likely to be effective when PEBs offer individuals an enjoyable experience and strong self-efficiency. Thus, public campaign managers may need to adopt different strategies for different types of individuals and behavioral contexts.
Limitations and Implications for Future Research
This study randomly assigned individuals either to the self-immersed or self-distanced perspective by cuing the words used to address the self in the questionnaire. It would be productive for future research to adopt alternative methods to represent the self-immersed and self-distanced perspective, such as designing a psychological experiment to evoke spontaneous self-distancing, as suggested by Ayduk and Kross [7] , and to further verify the external generalizability and reliability of our findings. In addition, given that individuals may have different dispositions towards perspective orientation, it would also be useful to identify the personality and demographics of individuals, as suggested by Morgan et al. [72] , and explore who would respond more positively to each type of self-perspective and observe their corresponding attitudinal and behavioral outcomes.
Although our findings confirm that the predominant influence of self-distanced perspective on pro-environmental attitudes and behaviors depends on motivational and situational factors, we only considered satisfaction and perceived behavioral control in the current study. We suggest that future research examines the interaction effect between self-perspective with other factors (e.g., social regulation, public infrastructures, etc.) to promote more positive and effective pro-environmental behaviors in different situational conditions. Moreover, this study highlights three typical PEBs, namely using reusable shopping bags; recycling; and commuting by bike, walking, or public transit. However, it creates a ground for future research on other types of PEBs and their relationship with the self-respective perspective.
